ProTubeVR
94 rue de l’évêché
13002 Marseille
FRANCE

Dear Customer,
Thank you for purchasing the best Virtual Reality stock rifle solution.
Contact us on Discord, Facebook, or Reddit for any questions.
To build your ProTubeVR, please, follow this tutorial:
First, be sur to work on a clear area, some parts are very small, be careful to not lose them.
Build your ProTubeVR will take around 1h30.

Step 1: Back end

1.a- Put the wedge on the ring and put
them both on the small tube

1.d- Put one O’ring on the 20mm
screw, slot them both into the hole
provided in the bach-end

1.b- Put the two connections with
internal notches on each part of the
small tube and screw them with the
Hex key

1.e- Then slide the notched washer and
the previously oiled connection over the
screw

1.c- Apply some oil all around the
notches on the connection which is
the nearest from the ring

1.f- Attach the screw securing the
stock and the connection with one
O’ring and the nut

1.g- Screw all the pieces together
taking care not to over tighten. You
must be still able to rotate the backend by force

Enjoy feeling the Game!
The ProTubeVR Team

Step 2: Back side

2.a- Apply some oil all around the
notches on the T-notched connection

2.b- Put one O’ring on the 20mm
screw, slot them both into the hole
provided in the cup

2.c- Then slide the notched washer
and the previously oiled T-notched
connection over the screw

2.d- Attach the screw securing the
cup and T-notched connection with
one O’ring and the nut

2.e- Screw all the pieces together
taking care not to over tighten. You
must be still able to rotate the two
parts by force

2.f- Unscrew the 18mm screw at the
base of the T-notched connection.

2.g- Set the Hex washer on the Tnotched

2.h- Deposit some oil on the Hex
washer

2.i- Attach the butterfly with the Hex
screw then screw the butterfly screw
with a nut on the other side

2.j- Slide the medium tube into the Tnotched connection. Then place the
external notches connections on both
sides of the tube

2.k- Finally screw the external notches
connections on the tube

2.l- Apply some oil all around the
external notches of the rear side

Enjoy feeling the Game!
The ProTubeVR Team

2.m- Place one O’ring on the 18mm
screw (the one from 2.f), slide them
both through the internal notched
connection and the external
connection.

2.n- Attach the screw securing both
connections with one O’ring and the
nut

2.o- Screw all the pieces together
taking care not to over tighten. You
must be still able to rotate the two
parts using force

3.a- Attach each butterfly with one
Hex screw

3.b- Apply a dot of oil on the base of
the T-smooth connection

3.c- Slot one butterfly screw into the
hole provided in the cup first, then
into the rubber washer and finally
into the T-smooth connection, secure
with a nut

3.d- Slide the other butterfly screw
through the T-smooth connection and
secure it with a nut

3.e- Attach the screw securing the cup
and the T-smooth connection with
nuts

2.f- Put the previously assembled part
through the long tube

3.g- Put the wedge on the ring and
slide them through the back of the
tube

3.h- Put the connection with internal
notches on the tube and screw it with
the Hex key

2.i- Deposit some oil around the
internal notches

Step 3: Front side

Enjoy feeling the Game!
The ProTubeVR Team

3.j- Place one O’ring on the 20mm
screw, slide them both through the
external notched connection and the
internal connection

3.k- Attach the screw securing both
connections with one O’ring and the
nut

2.l- Screw all the pieces together
taking care not to over tighten. You
must be still able to rotate the two
parts by force

A.b- Adjust the medium tube with the
top of the stock

4.c- Adjust the long tube with the rear
of the butt

Step 4: Adjustment

4.a- Bend all the connections at an
angle of 90° so that the ProTubeVR
almost forms a square

4.d- Slide the hex key through the clip
so you can clip it on your ProTubeVR
for later adjustments if needed

Remove the hand straps of your controllers and replace them with the ProTubeVR one’s

Your ProTubeVR is now operational!
Congratulations and enjoy feeling the game with the best riffle stock solution!

Enjoy feeling the Game!
The ProTubeVR Team

